Amelia Bearheart is excited to be at the Prince George Airport (YXS).
As she arrives, Amelia takes a moment to say hello to her friends who keep the airport safe.
Before getting on the plane, Amelia must check in with her airline.
Amelia arrived at the airport early, so she has time to get some lunch at the restaurant.
In order to get on the airplane, Amelia must go through airport screening to ensure that she can safely board the aircraft.
As Amelia walks into the Boarding Lounge, she notices the sweeper is making sure the airplane parking area is clean.
As she waits for her flight, Amelia sits down and patiently waits for her airplane to land so she can board.
Amelia walks safely toward the airplane where an airline agent is ready to greet her.
Amelia is doing all her checks to make sure the airplane is in tip top shape.
Passengers on Amelia’s flight fasten their seat belts and prepare for takeoff.
Amelia looks forward to flying back home to Prince George soon and waves goodbye for now.
A Little About Prince George

Moose are often spotted in the region.

Mr. PG is one of the most popular landmarks in the city.

Prince George is known as the Volunteer Capital of Canada.

There are over 1600 lakes and rivers within an hour's drive of city limits.

The Prince George flag

1-Yellow, 2-Blue, 3-White.
Connect the Pairs

SAAB 340A

Q400

Helicopter

Dornier 328

Beechcraft 1900D

Boeing 767

[Diagram of aircraft pairs to be connected]
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Amelia Bearheart  
c/o Prince George Airport Authority  
4141 Airport Rd-10  
Prince George, BC  V2N 4M6  
amelia@pgairport.ca